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( + HB9064A- ask MF)"The Jazz Exiles" chronicles the expatriate movement of American jazz musicians
during the post-World War II era. While the term "exiles" normally conjures up images of ousted Third
World leaders or deposed kings, it is as much a part of the jazz vocabulary as improvization or Birdland.
Like the American writers of the 1920s who went to Europe and became Gertrude Stein's "lost generation",
jazz musicians from the United States also made the Atlantic crossing at a steadily increasing rate until many
of the major names in jazz lived or worked almost exclusively abroad. Throughout "The Jazz Exiles", the
musicians speak for themselves in describing their motivation for joining the exodus to Europe which is now
regarded as the third largest migration in jazz history. The exiles include many of the biggest names in jazz -
Dexter Gordon, Johnny Griffin, Phil Woods, Coleman Hawkins, Louis Armstrong, Stan Getz, Benny Carter,
and Bud Powell, among others. This work also assesses the impact of foreign residence on the careers of
these musicians and on the history of jazz. Moody, a jazz musician himself, charts the movement of
American musicians to Europe from a historical perspective and examines the exile experience from a
number of sociological and economic viewpoints, all of which are factors in understanding jazz history. With
stories narrated through personal interviews in the musicians' own words, "The Jazz Exiles" aims to shed
new light on America's attitude toward its own original art form and examines the dilemma of the American
artist both at home and abroad. Jazz aficionados, rhythm and blues fans - in fact, anyone who appreciates
American music - should read the stories of these jazz exiles. " (Publisher)
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From reader reviews:

Philip Raber:

Inside other case, little men and women like to read book Jazz Exiles. You can choose the best book if you'd
prefer reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important some sort of book Jazz Exiles. You
can add expertise and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, mainly because
from book you can realize everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you can be
known. About simple factor until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we can easily open a
book or perhaps searching by internet unit. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel bored to go to
the library. Let's learn.

Sherry Clark:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Attempt to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't ascertain book by its deal with may
doesn't work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not because
fantastic as in the outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer may be Jazz Exiles why because the
wonderful cover that make you consider in regards to the content will not disappoint you. The inside or
content is fantastic as the outside or cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this
book.

Adam Tonn:

You can get this Jazz Exiles by look at the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it can to be your
solve challenge if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only simply
by written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era like
now, you just looking by your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

Timothy Quintero:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This particular book Jazz Exiles was vibrant and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Jazz Exiles has many kinds or type. Start from kids until teenagers.
For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on there. So ,
not at all of book usually are make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy, fun and unwind. Try to choose
the best book for you and try to like reading which.
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